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ONLINE AND COPYRIGHT
Streaming Content
MAXWELL LIBRARY—AT YOUR SERVICE
LIBRARY BLOG ANNOUNCEMENT

From Clement C. Maxwell Library...

NEW LIBRARY SERVICE - MAX VIDEO STREAMING

As of September 1, '08 the library is now digitizing video for faculty for Blackboard linking. This service offers convenience to students needing access to required video viewing: 24/7 access. Videos in the library's collection may be digitized and viewable for the entire semester as needed. Personal videos may be viewed for up to ten days. Video listings may be searched via the library's online catalog, WEBSTER.

Then, by simply clicking on the MAX VIDEO STREAMING link located on the Circulation Department's home page, faculty may submit requests for digitizing and uploading to Blackboard. Please email any questions to MAXSTREAMING or call 508.531.1392.
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Name:
EASY AS PIE
I KNOW WE HAVE IT, BUT CAN I STREAM IT FOR MY CLASS?
Another Example
AND another
WE DON’T HAVE IT, BUT WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS?

- Personal Copy
- “The Blockbuster/Netflix Syndrome”
- Interlibrary Loan
- In class
- Reserves / Circulation Services
- YouTube snippet?

The 10 Day Rule